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In recent research, rifle bu ll et s having velocities in the range 100 mls to 500 mls have 
I)('e n shot at textile yarns, a nd nash photographs of the resulting configuration s used as data 
for calcu lating st ress-strain be havior. VIcCrackin [J. R esearch NBt:) 66C, 317 (1962)1 
has shown how a ir drag may a ffect t hese data and calculat ions. McCrackin 's theory is 
tested here on a 93.3 t ex nylon yarn and on 26 .1 tex an d 124.3 tex polyester yarns. The 
effect of yarn tex on a ir drag was found to agree with the theory. Curvature in the yarns 
resulting from air drag also agreed with theoret ical p red ictions. Alt hough curvature was 
not iceable i n all tests, the effect of air drag on yarn t ens ile st ress was negligible exce pt for 
t he 26.1 tex polyester yarn, in which case a small correction was necessary for accurate 
stress-strain calcu lat ions. 

When a yarn or other filamentous material is 
stru~k transversely by a high-speed proj ectile, 
straw waves and waves of transverse motion are 
ca~sed t? propagate along the yarn away from the 
powt of Impact. In recent years, flash photographs 
of these yarn configurations have been obtained, and 
analyzed to provid e stress-strain da ta [1 - 5V In 
the analysis, it is desirable to estimate the effects 
of nir drag on the yarn , and McCrackin [6] h as 
recently hown how this may be done. In this 
paper J\!I:cCrackin's theory is tested by applyin o- i t 
to some experimental data. The theory is then used 
to estimate t be errors which would be incurred by 
neglecti ng t he effect of air drag. 

1. Behavior of the Filament Without Air 
Drag 

Consider first the predicted behavior of the fua
men t when air dr ag is neglected. Let the filamen t 
be struck transversely by a projectile moving with 
velocity V. The impact causes two waves of vari
able strain to propagate outward along the filament 
in each direction away from the point of impact. 
In the strained r egion between the two wave fronts, 
material of the fil amen t is set into motion longi
tudinally toward the poin t of impact with velocity 
Wo given by 

impacting projectile at t he vertex. 1/Iaterial in 
this wave moves transversely with velocity V. The 
front of the transverse wave propagates along the 
filament with velocity AD given by 

(2) 

where To is the tension in the fliament resulting 
from the impact. The velocity AD is expressed 
relative to the unstrained filament , i.e., with respect 
to a Lagran gian coordinate system. 

The velocity actually observed, i.e., expressed rela
tive to a coordinate system fixed to the laboratory, is 
Uo given by 

(3) 

The angle CPo between the origin al direction of the 
filament and the sloping side of the transverse wave 
is given by the relation 

(4) 

The theory is completed by an additional relation 
between the quantities jus t defined 

(5) 

1 £.o~dT Wo = ;- - de 
"\ m . 0 de 

If the effects of air drag are neglected, the above 
(1) equations can be used to calculate To as a function of 

eo from Uo versus V data obtained experimentally. 

where m is the mass per unit length of the unstrained 
filament, eo the maximum strain resul ting from t he 
impact, and T the tension required to produce a 
strain e. 

The inward flowing material forms itself in to a 
wave shaped like a straight-sided wedge with the 

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 

2 . Effect of Air Drag 

T he force on the filament between the projectile 
and the transverse wave front due to air drag can be 
resolved into two components, one parallel and the 
other perpendicular to the filament. According to 
McCrackin, the effect of the parallel component is 
small and may be neglected. McCrackin also shows 
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theoretically that the perpendicular componen t 
causes t~le filamer;t t to bend in to the shape of a circular 
arc havmg a radlUs of curvature given by 

T R=F 
(6) 

where T is the tensile force in the filamen t and F is 
the J~ormal force per unit length on the filament due 
to au' drag. In addit ion the perpendicular com
ponent causes the strain and tension in the filament 
to increase from eo and To, respectively , by small 
~mounts depeJ?dent upon the t ime elapsed after 
Impact. The mcreases in strain and tension cause 
the t.r~nsv~rse wave front to travel at increasing 
veloCItIes. slightly ~reater than Uo. Thus in actuality 
the stram, tenslOn , and transverse wave front 
velocity are slightly greater than they would be if air 
drag were not present. 

McCrackin shows that the strain e in the filament 
when air drag is present is given approximately by 

e= eO+ a2t2+ OW) 

and the tensile force by 

(7) 

(8) 

where t is the time ~lapsed after impact, K is the slope 
of the tenslOn-stram curve of the filamen t at strain 
eo, and 0 (t4) refers to terms of the order of t4. The 
value of the coefficient a2 as given by YlcCrackin IS 

where ~ is ~n abbreviation for K /To. To the same 
approxllnatlOn, the velocity at which the transverse 
wave front trnvels is given by 

Equatio~ls (9) and (19) c~n be simplified slightly 
by use .of some. substltutlOn s. The velocity, in 
LagrangIan coordm ates , at which the strain eo prop
agates along the filamen t is given by 

00= 11 (dT\ _ IK. -y m i e j e=eo- -Y m (ll) 

Equations (2) and (11) together with the definition 
k= K /To give the relationship 

o~ 
k(l + eo) =A~ . (12) 

By use of eqs (6), (11), and (12) , eqs (9) and (10) 
can be expressed as follows: 

U = Uo+ a~AO(~O_1 y t2+ 0 (t4) . 

3. Experimental Tests 

(1 3) 

(14) 

In order to test McCrackin's theory on the effects 
of ~tir drag, high velocity t ransverse impnct tests 
wer~ perforn:ed on three samples of textile yarns: 
a hIgh -tenacIty polyester (polyethylene tereph tha
late) yarn, 26.1 tex,2 50 filament; a hio'h- tenac
ity polyester (polyethylene tereph th alat~) yarn, 
124.3 tex, 250 filament; and a high-tenacity nylon 
(polyhexamethylene ndipamide) yarn , 93.3 tex," 140 
fil ament, % Z tumsjin. manufacturer's twist. 3 

The yarns were suspended vertically under a light 
load of approximately 1 g/ tex. The polyester yarns 
were given an additional twist of 2 Z turns/in. to 
preven t spreading of the filamen ts after impact. 
In the ~ests on nylon yarns some of the samples 
were tWIsted }f Z and the others 1% Z turns/in. 
The yarns were struclc with rifle bullets nt various 
vel?cities, and t.he resulting configurations during a 
sen es of short time in tervals after impact were 
re?orded b~ IJ.lultimicroflash photography. A de
tailed descnptlOn of the apparatus and technique 
has been given elsewhere [5]. 

The distance from the point of impact to eith er the 
top clamp 01' to the load affixed to t he bottom of the 
yarn was ] m. Thus the front of the strain wave 
resulting from an impact. traveled 100 cm to an end 
an~ returned approximately 80 cm before an inter
actlOn occurred between the reflected strain wave 
and the oncoming transverse wave. During the 
t,im e required for the strain wave front to travel th is 
distance, the velocity nnd t he configuration of the 
transverse wave could be examined to determine the 
effects of air drag. For the polyester yarns this time 
was approximately 500 J.l-S, and for the nylon yarn 
approxllnately 600 }.lS. 

Figure ~ shows a specimen of the polyester yarn , 
26.1 tex, Impacted at 308 m/s. Fifteen successiye 
flash pictures taken at 33.3 J.l- S time intervals haye 
been recorded as a multiple exposure. Only the 
left-hand side of the transverse wave is shown. 
The wave front in this case tr avels with n yelocity 
U of 450 m/s. Cmvature due to air drag is quite 
apparen t when a straight edge is laid alongside t he 
wave for comparison. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Curvature due to air drag was observed in the 
polyester and nylon yarns at all of the tran sverse 
impact velocities. However, the wa,~e front veloc-

2 Y arn fineness or linear density is expressed in tex uni ts. 'rhe tcx value of a 
yarn is equal to the weight in gram s of a 1000 m length of the yarn. 

3 A y arn has " Z" twi st if, whell held in a vertical position , the spirals or helices 
fg~~i1, ~r, .the filaments in cline in the same direction as the central portion of the 
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FHi U RE 1. Ejfect oj air drag on 26.1 tex polyester yarn. 
'J'ransverse impact v('l ocHy was 308 mIs, and velocity of resulting transverse 

wave 450 !TI /s . T ime bCLwcrll fl as hes WfiS 33.3 J.L ~. Hadius of curvature due toair 
drag is 85 eJli for Lhc fin al yarn CO li fi gura tion s hown .. 

ities U of the tranS\'erse waves resulling from impact 
wer e found in el1c h case to be co nstan t; i.e., t he 
wave front velocities showed no mensw'able increase 
with tim e. 'r Ims the effect of air drag predicted by 
eq (14) was negligible for these yarn samples at t he 
trans\'erse impact yelocities employed in the tests. 

In the pJlOtographic enhl'gemell ts the YHrn co n
figuration for each flash exposUl'e could be closely 
approximated by a circular arc. To obtain t he 
radius of curntture, a chord oJ length 2a was drawn 
between two poin ts on the yarn and the perpendicu
lar distance b from t be midpoi n t of the chord to 
the yarn m easured. The radiu s of CUl'v,tture is 
equal to (a 2+ b2)/2b. 

In figure 2 the radius of curvature of the 26. 1 tex 
polyester yarn is plotted as a function of the distance 
traveled (in laboratory coordinates) by the transverse 
waye front. For each transverse impact velocity, 
the radius of curvature is seen to increase toward a 
a plateau of constant values, as the transverse wave 
front advances along th e yar n. This effect, which 
was not predicted by McCr ackin's theory, may be 
due to the influence of difl'erent air drag forces at the 
impact and transverse wave front regions of the yarn . 
Air drag in the impact region is difficult to estimate, 
but air drag at the transverse wave front is small . 
Thus shortly after impact, when the length of 
yarn in the 'transverse wave is short, the air drag 
at the center of the transverse wave is greater than 
the air drag near the transverse wave front, The 

apparent radius of curvature calculated from 
measuremen ts of the span 2a and sag b would be 
small under these conditions. As the length of 
yarn in the transverse wave increases, the air drag 
becomes more uniformly distributed in the central 
region and the influence of the drag forces at the 
impact point and transverse wave front ends di
minishes . Thus the apparent radius of curvature 
increases approaching the value predicted by 
:McCrackin's theory, which did not consider end 
effects. 

The radii of curvature are also obselTed to de
crease as the velocity of impact is increased ; i .e ., 
cur vature is more pronounced at t he higher impact 
velocities, in agreement with M cCrackin's theory . 
Similar behavior to that shown in figure 2 was 
observed for the nylon and 124 .3 tex polyester 
yarns. 

Tables 1, 2, and 3 present data obtai ned [or the 
yarn samples . The values of trans\'erse impact 
velocity V and transverse wave fron t yelocity U 
obtained from measurements on the multimicro
fl ash photographs for each test are given in the first 
two columns. The quantity cp in the third column 
is the angle between the origin al position of the 
yarn and a straigh t line drawn from the Wfwe front 
to the vertex of the transverse wave as determined 
from measurements on the photographs. R is the 
radius of curvature obtained from measurements 
described previously. 

Since air drag did not cause the wave front veloci ty 
to increase with time, its effect could be assumed 
negligible, and the U, V data obtained from the 
tests could be used to calcula te the tension sLrai n 
beha\Tiol' of the yarn [or these impact condi tions. 
The procedure, using theory neglecting the effects 
of a ir drag, has been described elsewhere [5]. The 
vnlues of T given in column 5 of the tables were 
determined by these cttlculations. 
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FIGURE 2. Plot oj radius of curvalure of 26.1 lex polyesle1' yam 
as a j 1tnction of distance traveled by transverse wave front. 

Impact velocities arc: Curve A, 107 m/s; B, 138 m/s; C, 224 m/s ; D, 324 mls 
E , 381 m/s. 
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T ABLE 1. Data fTom impact tests on 26.1 tex high-tenacity 
pollleste1' lIaTn 

v u Cos 'P R 
- - - ---------

m /s m /s em 
107 262 0.926 170 
138 300 .910 117 
169 343 .897 120 
201 377 .883 110 
224 395 .868 110 

273 427 .842 93 
308 ·150 .822 85 
324 469 .820 85 
359 498 .806 72 
381 501 .786 70 

T F 

10' dyn 103 dyn/em 
0 .201 1.18 

.283 2.42 

.368 3.07 

.458 4.17 

.530 4.82 

.673 7.24 

.799 9.41 

.818 9.62 

.921 12 .79 

.984 14.05 

F/V'eos'q, 

10-5 g/em2 

1.2 o 
54 

4 
2 

1. 
1.3 
1.3 
1.27 

1.37 
1.47 
1.3 
1.53 
1.57 

T A BLE 2. Data fTom impact tests on 124.3 tex high-tenacity 
polyester yaTn 

17 U Cos 'P R T F F / V 2 cos2 cp 

- -----------
m/s m/s em 10' dyn 103 dyn /cm 10-5 g/em' 

103 249 0.930 325 0.93 2.86 3. 13 
210 380 .875 250 2.26 9.04 2.68 
300 434 .826 190 3.28 17.28 2.81 
342 447 . 807 180 3.79 21. 05 2. 76 
389 473 . 774 ISO 4.32 29.54 3.26 
408 485 . 770 150 4.72 31. 4 3. 18 

T ABLE 3.- Data fTOm impact tests on 93.3 tex high-tenacity 
nylon yaTn 

,,,/s 

184 
189 

306
1 

395 

u Cos'P I R T 

Additionaltwist y" Z tnrns/in. 

m/s em 10' dyn 

323 0.867 150 I. 28 
323 .864 145 1. 29 

Additional twist H~ Z turns/in. 

427 1 0. 810 I 
475 . 772 147 1 137 2. 39 1 3.42 

103 d yn/cm 

8.50 
8. 91 

16. 28 1 24.92 

10- 5 g/em' 

3.33 
3.35 

2.65 
2. 68 

The transverse force per unit length of yarn due 
to air drag was calculated from the values of Rand 
Tusing eq (6). This quantity F was tabulated in 
column 6. The tabulated values of T and F give 
the forces to which a yarn is subjected in a trans
verse impact test, and in this way add to an intuitive 
understanding of the process. For instance, it is 
seen from table 1 that the 26.1 tex polyester yarn 
impacted at a velocity Vof 381 mls is subjected to 
a tensile force of 0.984 X 106 dyn (1.004 kg) and a 
transverse air drag of 14.05 X 103 dynlcm (14.34 
g/cm). 

According to aerodynamical theory, the force per 
unit length F due to air drag is given by [6, 7, 8] 

(15) 

where p is the density of the air, d the diameter of 
the yarn, and On a dimensionless drag coefficient 
which varies slowly with Reynolds number. For 
the yarn diameters and impact velocities encoun
tered in these tests Reynolds number has values 
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between 2 X 103 and 2 X 10\ and over this range 
of values the dimensionless drag coefficient is almost 
constant. According to data tabulated by Morrison 
and Ingle [7], On for circular cross sections increases 
from 1.0 to 1.1 as Reynolds number increases from 
1 X 104 t.o 2 X 104 . McCrackin, using data given 
by Hoerner [8], chose a value for On of 0.99 as 
applicable to textile yarns impacted transversely at 
velocities between 100 mls and 600 m/s. 

From the discussion above it is seen that the 
quantity % pdOn=F/V2 cos2 cp should be a constant 
for a yarn of given diameter. This quantity is 
tabulated in column 8 of the tables and is reasonably 
cons tant over the range of impact velocities used 
in the tests . Thus the values of F determined 
using eq (6) are proportional to V 2 cos2 cp as pre
dicted by eq (15) . It is interes ting to note that 
the values of F/P cos2 cp given in table 3 for nylon 
yarn are lower for the samples having a 1 ?~ Z 
turns/in. twist than those for samples having only a 
?f Z twist. Evidently the more highly twisted 
samples have a sm.aller effective diameter, and hence 
a smaller value of ?f pdOn . 

If On is taken as 0.99 and p as 1.20 X 10- 3 D'/cm3 

(density of air at 20 °C) the quantity F/V2 ;OS2 cp 
becomes equal to 5.94 X 10- 4 d. The average 
value of F/V2 cos2 cp for the 26.1 tex polyester yarn 
is 1.40 X 10- 5 g/cm2 so that the "effective" diameter 
of the yarn becomes 1.40 X lO- s/5.94 X 10- 4 = 0.024 
cm. If, however, the yarn is assumed to be a solid 
cylinder of polyethylene terephthalate of density 
1.38 g/cm3 [9] , its diameter would be 0.015 cm. 
Since there is some looseness to the packing of the 
yarn filaments, the two values of diameter just 
computed are in good agreement. Similarly, the 
average value of FIV2 cos2 cp for the 124.3 tex 
polyester yarn is 2.97 X lO- s g/cm2, from which a 
yarn diameter of 0.050 cm is derived. The diameter 
calculated from the density is 0.034 cm, which is 
in good agreement. Average values of F/V2 cos2 cp 
for the nylon yarn are 3.34 X 10- s g/cm2 for the 
sample twisted >f Z turns/in. and 2.66 X 10- 5 g/cm2 

for the sample twisted 1 >f Z turns/in. giving diameters 
of 0.056 cm and 0.045 cm, respectively. The 
diameter calculated using a density for polyhex
amethylene adipamide of 1.14 [9] is 0.033 cm, which 
gives reasonable agreement. 

The increase t:.U in transverse wave front velocity 
caused by air drag can be found from the expression 

which is derived from eqs (13) and (14) given 
previously. Values of t:.U at times 200 jlS and 
500 jlS after impact at velocities between 100 m ls 
and 500 m ls are given for the three yarn sampl~s 
in table 4. In order to compute these values of 
t:.U, the experimentally obtained U versus V data 
uncorrected for ail' drag were used to calculate 



the stress-strain curve, the associated velocities A, 
W, and C, and the angle of inclination <po Ad
ditional data on the nylon an d 124 .3 tex polyester 
yarns were available from other experiments [5] . 
Values of F were calculated from the average 
values of FIV 2 cos2 <p given in tables 1, 2, and 3, 
and the values of R were calculated from F and T 
using eq (6) . 

The values of t:" U thus calculated are in most cases 
only a small percentage of the measured values of U, 
so that the effect of air drag may be neglected. How
ever, in the case of the 26.1 tex polyester yarn , the 
values of t:" U after 500 fJ.s are sufftciently large that 
some correction to the U, V data may be necessary. 
In estimating this correction it should be noted that 
the magnitude of t:" U is proportional to t2 , so that a 
plot of transverse wave front position as a function 
of time has a slight parabolic curvature. The ve-
oeity Uo, air drag neglected, is equal to the slope of 
the straight line tangent to this parabola at the 
origin . The value of U actually measured will 
probably exceed Uo, but not to the extent indicated 
by the cn,lculated values of t:"u. The actual correc
tion to be made is therefore a matter of judgment. 

The two polyester yarns have similar stress-s train 
curves, but according to table 4, t:"Ufor the 124.3 tex 
yarn is approximately }~ the value of t:"U for the 26.1 
tex yarn. Thus impact tests on larger diameter 
yarn s are less subject to ail' drag efl'ects than are tests 
on smn,ller diameter yarn s of the same mn,tel'ial. 
This is in agreement with the theory, as the followin g 
argumen t shows. 

T ABLE 4. I ncrease in transverse wave f l'ont velocity due to 
air drag 

I mpact 
\'eloeity 

I ' 

m/s 100 __ __ ___ 
200 ____ ___ 
300 ____ ___ 
400 ___ ___ _ 
500 ___ ____ 

Increase in transverse wave front velocity 
!!.u 

200 p.S a fte r impact 500 p.S a fter im p ac t 

Polyester P olyester Nylon Polyester Polyester Nylon 
26. 1 lex 124.3 tex I ~Ztwist 26.1 tex 124.3 tex 1Jo!Z twist 

m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.2 0. 0 0.0 0.9 0. 2 0.2 

. 7 . 1 . 1 4. 4 . 6 .9 
1.1 .2 .3 6.7 1.0 2.0 
2.0 .3 .6 12.7 1.9 3.5 
3.4 . 5 1. 2 21.1 3. 1 7.5 

Accordingto eqs (1), (2) , (3), and (4) the velocities 
Uo, Ao, andWo, and the angle 4>0 are specific qun,ntities 
independent of the diameter of the yarn. However , 
according to eq (15), the force per uni t length F due 
to air drag is proportional to d. Since the tension T 
in the yarn is proportional to d2, it may be seen from 
eq (6) that the radius of CLU'vature R is proportional 
to d. Thus from eq (16) t:" U is inversely proportional 
to d2• The tex value of a yarn is proportional to d2, 

so that t:" U is inversely proportional to the tex. For 
the two polyester yarns the tex ratio is 5 to 1. 

5. Summary 

McCrackin's theory on the effects of air drag has 
been tested by transverse impact experiments on two 
samples of high tenacity polyester yarn, 26.1 tex and 
124.3 tex, and one sample of high tenacity nylon 
yarn , 93.3 tex. Impact velocities ran ged between 
100 mls and 400 m/s. In all of the tes ts curvature 
due to ail' drag was observed in t he yarn config uration 

As the length of yarn in the transverse wave in
creased with increasing time after impact, the radius 
of curvature incren,sed, n,ppron,ching a constant value 
consistent with that predicted by M cCrackin's 
theory. The radius of curvature n,lso decreased as 
the impact velocity was increased, in agreement with 
the theory. Results gave approximate agreement 
with the theoretical prediction that the radius of 
curvature is proportional to yarn diameter. 

For tests at 500 mls impact velocity on the 26 .1 tex 
polyester yarn, a small correction to the measured 
value of transverse wave front velocity was necessary 
in the calculation of an accurate stress-strain curve. 
For the other two yarns these corrections for the 
effect of air drag were negligible. 
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